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Trigonometric Interpolation of Function and Derivative Data 
AMOS NATHAN 
11 Habroshim Avenue, Haifa 34 483, Israel 
Given the data flZl(x,);p ~ 1,..., m; l = 0 ..... n~ -- 1, the periodic functions 
f(x) are required that have these data as samples, possess a given period and 
minimal bandwidth, and are in the form of a linear combination of pointwise 
orthogonal reconstruction functions. For an odd number ~2 n, of data the unique 
solution is determined and for an even number, a unique "principal" inter- 
polation function, characterized by minimal highest frequency amplitude of 
the reconstruction functions. Special consideraticn is accorded to equidistant 
data. 
The problem is related to Gauss's trigonometric interpolation as is Hermite's 
polynomial interpolation to that of Lagrange. 
t. INTRODUCTION 
Consider first the following problem: 
Given the finite sets of real numbers 
f , ,  x,;  p = 1,..., m; 0 ~< x~ < 1; 
determine the Fourier series of period one 
v 
f (x )  ~ ½a o + ~, (a~ cos 2zrkx -¢- b~ sin 2~rhx) (1) 
/c=l 
such that f (x~) = f~; p = 1 ..... m; where v is the smallest integer for which 
there exists a solution for arbitrary f~; i.e., v = [(1/2)m]; [a] denoting the 
greatest integer ~ a. Then, clearly, for odd m there exists a unique solution 
while for even m the solution is not unique. 
For  equidistant x ,  spaced 1/m this problem has been treated by Clairaut 
(1754) and Lagrange (1759) (1762-5) [Whittaker et al. (1944), para. 133] 
while Bessel (1815) [Ralston (1965), 6.9-1; Whittaker et al. (1944), para. 134] 
determines the function having 2n + 1 coefficients as in (1) and giving the 
least mean square error for f~; p ~ (1, m'); where m' >/m.  In Abramowitz 
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et aI. (1965) the corresponding formulas are 25.2.53/54/55 (but 25.2.55, 
which applies to even m, is incorrect: The value of ae for k = n should be 
half of that given there.) 
For general spacing and odd m the solutions are usually attributed to 
Gauss (1866) but were apparently first published by Cauchy (1841) 
[Abramowitz et al. (1965), 25.2.51/52; Whittaker et al. (1944), para. 140 no. 1°; 
note that nos. 20 and 3 °, due to Gauss, are not as good because they have 
twice the necessary bandwith]. 
Now, let there be given the real 
f(~), x~; 0 <~x,  < 1; p = 1 .... ,m; l --  0,..., n~ --  1. (2) 
We shall determine the periodicf(x) as in (1) for least v such that 
f{~}(x~) -~f~};p = 1,..., m; 1 = 0,..., n~-  1; 
f(~)(x) -- dy(x)/dx~; f(°)(x) =- f(x);  (3) 
writing the solution in the form of a linear combination of the data, 
f(x) ~ "~'Za'(~)s -(x 
where the sz%~(x) are "sampling-" or "reconstruction-functions," assumed 
to be independent of the data. Our problem is thus related to that of Gauss as 
is Hermite's polynomial interpolation to that of Lagrange. It is connected 
with another paper of the author (Nathan, 1973), where the data are as in (2) 
except that they are given at {x~ + j --= x~+j~ I j e J}, j being the set of 
integers. Defining f~ j~ --  {{z}. - -  j f  , p = t .... , m; Vj ~ J; i.e., applying "periodic 
completion" to the originally given set of data, there results a unique "cardinal 
function" which is necessarily a solution of the present problem. 
For an even number ~2 n~ of given data we define unique "principal" 
reconstruction functions by minimizing the amplitudes of their highest 
frequency components in the special case l ~ 0; nv = 1, Vp. In the general 
case, the requirement of consistency is subsequently shown to lead to unique 
principal reconstruction functions of minimal highest frequency amplitude. 
Trigonometric interpolation provides smooth functions in the region of 
the data which are of particular interest for the reconstruction of bandlimited 
functions from given samples. The explicit, relations that are here developed 
are readily implemented for the processing of signals by simple extensions of 
interpolators of function samples (n~ = 1), such as Nathan (1974). 
We treat first the general case and give subsequently several equivalent 
formulations for equidistant spacing, providing, inter alia, explicit formulas 
for up to third derivative data interpolation. 
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The author is not aware of closely related prior work. Schoenberg (1964) 
treats a similar but different problem. 
2. THE GENERAL CASE 
The reconstruction functions &%~(x) as defined in (4) must be determined. 
Clearly, (4) solves our problem iff there hold the conditions of "pointwise 
orthogonality," 
(5) 
l :O  .... ,n , - -  l; l' = 0, . . . ,ha--  l; p,q  ~- 1,...,m; 
and each S~n,~(x) is a finite Fourier series of frequencies k = 0,..., v. 
Equation (1) includes 2v + 1 real parameters ak, b~. The prescribed 
f~) impose ~ n~ conditions. It follows that 
2.1. Odd Number of Data 
Assuming that the number of data Y', n~ is odd we take 
v = z q = - (7) 
which, from (6), is the smallest possible value of v. 
Defining 
× IV[' {[sin rr(x - -  xq)/sin ~r(x, - -  xq)]} ~ 
q 
n,  odd; l e (0, n,  - -  1); p e (1, m); (8) 
it will be shown that 
&,~,,(x) = ~ a,z,,~,~,~(x); l e (0, n,  - -  1); p e (1, m); (9) 
r=g 
where the a~z%, are the unique solutions of the equations 
n~--I 
y~ -(~'~ r = - = a~.~vs .~(O) = 8n,; l,..., n ,  1; p 1,...,m; (10) 
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of which there are (n, --  l) - m for each fixed p and I. The crucial point is that 
transformation (9) causes the coefficient matrices in (10) to be triangular. 
Equations (10) are then easy to invert as shown in Section 2.3. 
The apostrophe at ]7I as in (8) denotes here and in the sequel that the 
product is over all values of q except q = p. 
Proof. From (8) and (10), 
s~[xa-(l')" _x , )=3~qSu. ;  1 '~(0, / ) ;  l~(0,  n~- - l ) ;  p,q~(1,  m); (11) 
and (5) follows from (9) for xq =/= x,  and for xq = x~, l' = 0,..., l; and from 
(9) and (10) for x~ = x~, l' = l + 1,..., n a -- 1. 
For fixed p and n , ,  ~r~v(0) in (10) is a triangular matrix as claimed with 
unity principal diagonal. The a~z%. are unique. 
l +n , - - l - -  1 + ~n~- -n ,  = ~n~- -  I 
is even; ~%,(x) is periodic of period 1. From (9) then follows that the period 
of h%~(x) is likewise 1, as required. 
Finally, it is seen from (7) and (8) that h%,(x) is the product of Z n~ - -  1 = 
2v sinusoidal factors of frequency ½. Any pair of such factors is composed of 
Fourier components of frequencies 0 and 1. The Fourier expansion of ~z%,(x) 
is therefore composed of components of frequencies 0,..., v, and from (9) 
this is also true for the reconstruction functions &%~(x), completing the proof. 
2.2. Even Number of Data and the Principal Functions 
For even ~ n , ,  
v = [1 • n~ l = _~_ 2 n . .  (12) 
We now define 
1 cos rr(x --  x,  - -  c~z~) [sin lr(x -- x~)] a 
h~(x  - -  x~) --  ~Zl! cos Ir~z~ 
sin ~(x - ~)  ]~° 
× [cos 7r(x --  x,)] %-~-1 I~'  [ ~ .  ~ x-a) J (13) 
q 
and retain (9) and (10). The ~ are such that ] ~ ,  ] ~ I/2 but otherwise 
arbitrary. 
Equation (13) is identical with (8) except for the additional factor 
cos 7r (x -  x,  - -~) /cos  ~r~z~. The proof that the resulting reconstruction 
functions are solutions is similar to the preceding one. They are in fact the 
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most general solutions because the cosine factor introduces in ~%~(x) one 
additional zero per period at an arbitrary location (x = x~ excepted). 
The amplitude of the highest frequency component in h%~(x) of (13) is 
(1/rr~l!)(½)N"~/lcos rrc% ~" [sin rr(x~, -- xq)]"~ I. (1.4) 
When no derivative data are involved at node x~, i.e., in (13) n~ = 1, 
l = 0; it follows from (9) and (10) that ~01~(x) = Sol~,(x ). In this case we define 
the principal functions by minimizing the highest frequency component in 
soa2,(x ). Then from (14) with 1 = 0, a0~ = 0. Moreover, this principal 
function is unique, for (13) with l = 0, %~ = 0 is seen to be the unique 
reconstruction function for an odd number of data: at x = xq; q = 1,..., 2n; 
and at x = xz~+l ~ x~ + 1/2 or ~ x~ --  1/2 (from the cosine factor), one of 
the two values for x2~+1 being necessarily 6 [0, 1). 
In all other cases the principal reconstruction functions are defined by the 
requirement of uniqueness (or consistency). 
It is tempting to derive reconstruction functions from (9), (10), and (13) 
with c~ = 0; Vl, p. This certainly yields trigonometric reconstruction 
functions whose highest frequency components are small and which are 
therefore quite useful; but they are not, in general, the principal functions. 
The previous procedure is not now available because it relies on uniqueness. 
In order to determine the principal functions for the higher derivatives 
we start with the principal function 
[ sin i r (x -  xq) ]~  
So,AX - .~)  = cos  ~( .  - x,~) I ] "  -~- - -  - - -  ; [sln'n(x~--xq) J ~ n~, even. (15) 
For n~ /> 2 we replace node x~ by n~ adjacent simple nodes 
xff ~ x~ - - i  Ax; nff = 1; i = [1 --  ½n~],..., [½n~]; 
and form the identity 
L ½n~oJ n~--I 
lim ~, g(k Ax) k 
/tx--'O k~kl-{n~] r=O 
Vx, mr e ~;  
where 
g(x) = ~ (l/i!) mix~ 
i=0 
(16) 
07) 
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- - k = cos  - , .  - k 
~I'  sin ~r(x - -  x~ - -  i Ax )  
L~J  
i=L1-}n~J 
sin 7r(k Ax  - -  i Ax )  
sin 7r(x --  xq) n~. 
X I~' [sin ~r-(x-~ V~x-- xq)] (18) 
q 
s0~l~ will be recognized as the principal reconstruction function with unity 
value at x~ k, n~ --  2 zeros at the x~i; i va  k; and nq-fold zeros at the xq; 
q =/- p. The linear combination (16) of principal functions is such that, in 
the limit Ax -*- O, the rth derivative at x = x~ equals m~; r ~ (0, n~ -- 1). 
Equating coefficients of m~ in (16) there follows 
s~.~(x) =/~F lira [(Ax) z 
I. Ax->O I_ 
L½%J 
Z - k (19) 
k=Ll-~%] 
which in conjunction with (18) determines the principal functions. (Omitting 
the cosine factor in (18), (19) yields the unique reconstruction functions when 
n~ is odd.) 
The principal reconstruction functions for the higher derivatives are 
characterized by minimal amplitude of their highest, vth, frequency component, 
as is s01 ~ by assumption. 
Proof .  In order to obtain the most general s~%~, the cosine factor in (18) 
must be replaced by 
[cos ~r(x - -  x~ - -  k Ax  - -  ~k~)]/cos 7r~;  h • ([1 --  (1/2) n~], [(1/2) n~]). (18') 
For the limit in (19) to exist for all x a ~ when l >/ 1, it is then necessary for 
all ~k~ to be independent of k,  c~k~ ~ % say, so that the amplitude of the vth 
frequency component in (19) is proportional to 1/cos rr% and therefore 
minimized by % = 0, provided that the relative phases of these vth compo- 
nents are independent of % in the limit as Ax --~ O. 
The denominator I-I~ s in~r (kAx  - -  l ax )  =~ Dk  in (18) does not affect 
the phase while 
~I '  sin ~(x  - -  x~ - -  i Ax )  
i 
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Therefore the vth frequency component in (18) as modified by (18') behaves, 
as a function of Ax, as 
(I/D~) Re{d(k dx) ei*(ka*)}; D~ , A, qo real; 
for some analytic functions A, qo. Expanding in ascending powers of Ax, the 
coefficient of (Ax) r for any r /> 0 has a phase that is a function of % but 
independent of k. In (19) only the terms in our expansions that are associated 
with one fixed power of dx survive as Ax -+ 0. Thus the vth Fourier com- 
ponents of surviving terms that are summed have the same phase, proving 
what remained to be shown. 
2.3. Examples 
First, we briefly derive and state explicit trigonometric reconstruction 
functions for odd numbers of data as well as those functions for even numbers 
that are derived from (13) with ~z~ = 0. 
It  is necessary to solve (10) for the coefficients, which is conveniently done 
with the help of the recursion relation 
k--1 
- -  ~ (~+~) . . . .  1, (20)  a~+~,z,%, p -- _ ~, az+i,Ln2, z+i,%,~kO), az~n2,~ = 
i~O 
where 
pe(1 ,  m); 1 ~k  ~<n. - -1  + l ;  0 ~ I~n. - -1 .  (21) 
The derivatives of ~ are calculated from (8) or (13) (with ,~, = 0); (20) is 
applied for fixed p; and, successively, k = 1,..., n, - -  1 - -  L The reconstruc- 
tion functions then follow from (9). 
Defining a parameter a by 
y,n odd 
= ~ 1, ~ n~ even 
(22) 
so that, from (7) and (12) 
n, + a - -1  = 2v, 
and introducing the abbreviations 
U~(x- -x~) = l-['{[sinTr(x--x~)/sin~r(x~--xq)]}~; 
q 
V~ =y 'nacotz r (x~- -xa) ;  W~ =~'[na/sin2~r(x~--xq)];  
q q 
(23) 
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there obtains 
SOlto("Y - -  Xio) = 301~( x - -  '%'io) = [COS 7r(X - -  ,%'io)]kUio(,g ' - -  '%'jo) (24)  
h,~v(x) = (1/rrZlt)[cos rrx] "~-a-z sin a rrxso~,(x). (25) 
Therefore, after some calculation, 
~)  v(O) = 1 (26.1) 
~(~+l)tm ~(l + 1) V, (26.2) 
.~(~+z),,,, ~rZ{~(/-~ 1)(/q- 2)[--n~, -}- l -+- 1 A 
- w~ + v~q + (1/l!)(d~+~/&~+~) ~in~ x Io}. (26.3) 
From (20) and (26) then follow 
a~o~ = (1/2) a213~o = --7gV~o (27.1) 
a~oa~ = ~r~[2 ÷/~ + W~ ÷ V~], (27.2) 
and finally from (9), (25), and (27), 
~o~(.) = (cos ~x)~u~(~) (28) 
so2~(x ) = (cos ~rx -- V. sin lrx) Soi~o(x ) (29.1) 
s~2~(x ) = (1/~r) sin ~rx sol,(X ) (29.2) 
Soa~(x ) = [1 -- V~ sin ~rx cos ~rx q- ½(A + W~, + V, 2) sin 2 ~rx] So~,(x ) (30.1) 
sla,(x ) = (1/~r) sin 7rx[cos ~rx -- V~ sin rrx] so~,(x ) (30.2) 
sza,(x ) = (1/27r z) sin z :rx so~(x ). (30.3) 
Second, 
(19), affixing superscript P for distinction. 
for even numbers of data, we give the first few principal functions 
s05,~(x) = cos ~xu, (~)  (31) 
,o5,(~) = (1 - v~ sin ~ cos .~)  u , (x )  (32.1) 
sf2~,(x ) -- (1/~r) sin ~rx cos rrxU~,(x) (32.2) 
So%~,(x ) = [cos rrx - -  V ,  sin ~rx + I (W,  + V ,  2) sin ~ rrx cos rrx] U~,(x) (33.1) 
sfz,(x) = (1/=) sin ~rx(1 - -  V~ sin ~rx cos 7rx) U~(x) (33.2) 
s2e~(x) = (1/2~r 2) sin z ~x cos ~xU,(x). (33.3) 
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3. EQUIDISTANT DATA 
The nodes are now at 
x~ = p/m; p = [1 --  (l/2)m],..., [(1/2)m]~ (34) 
We shall treat only the special case in which n~ does not depend on p, 
n~ = n, vp. (35) 
The reconstruction functions are then also independent of p so that the 
third subscript can be omitted and 
h,~(x  --  x~) = hn(x - -p /m) ;  s~n~(x --  x~) = s~(x - -p /m) .  (36) 
We assert hat the principal reconstruction function s~ has the parity of 1. 
Proof. Substituting in (18) x q- x~ for x, as required in order to obtain the 
functions used in (19), and letting /Ix--~ 0, the first factor in (18) and the 
numerator of the second have definite parity as does the last for equidistant 
spacing (34), because its numerator becomes 
1FI ' [sin ~r(x + [(p --  q)/m])] ~ 
q 
k½m/ 
= (1/sin ~ 7rx) I-[ [sin rr(x + [(p --  q)/m])] '~. 
q=Ll-~mJ 
It  then follows from (19) that s~,~(x) has definite parity. From (5), ~°P¢~)m~wj = l; 
therefore s can have at most the parity of l and the assertion follows. 
We prove next that the principal reconstruction function sP~ is the unique 
member of the set of the hn that has definite parity. 
Proof. Any sz~ of definite parity and bandwith v interpolates [½rnn] + 1 
or [½mn] independent data for even or odd parity, respectively, i.e., from (12), 
(7), and (35), v -~- 1 or v independent data, when S~n is even or odd, respectively. 
On the other hand, any function f (x )  (1) of bandwith v and even or odd 
parity is uniquely determined by v -t- 1 or v parameters, because ither all b~ 
or all a k vanish, respectively, sf~ ~ {szn I l, n, m fixed; mn even} has been shown 
to exist and to have the parity of l + n. It  now follows that exactly one element 
of {s~} has definite parity and must therefore be sin. Q.E.D. 
Substituting from (34), (35) in V~, U~(x - -x~)  of (23), I/-~ is seen to 
vanish and any factor [sin 7r(x - -  q/m)] ~ in U~ can be paired off with another 
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factor [sin 7r(x 4- q/m] ~, except hat for even m there remains the solitary factor 
[sin ~r(x - -  x~ --  (1/2))1 = [--cos 7r(x -- x~,)] n
and U~(x) becomes 
U~(x) = (cos ~x)-~ 
l~(O,n - -  1); 
k~-l J  [ cos 2rrx --  cos(2rrq/m) ]'~; (37) 
I-[ - 1 -- cos[27rq/m) 
q=l  
/z = 1, m even; /* = O, m odd. 
It is easy to verify (37) directly by noting its bandwith, parity, etc. 
Another form for Sol(X) is best derived from first principles. Denoting the 
Fourier transform of so~(x ) by So~(f) it follows from (1), (7), and (12) that 
L~raJ 
S0~(f ) = ~ c~ 3( f - -  k). (38) 
k=k-½mJ 
Because So,(X ) is real and symmetric, c~ = c_*e and ck = c~*; i.e., % is real 
and ck = c_~. ?,Tow, 
[s01(x,) = 30~; x ,  as in (34)] ~ a(x - -  p/m)  = a(x - -  p) . 
i0 /)~--co 
(39) 
The Fourier transform of this relation on the right is (Poisson) 
m ~ S in ( f - rap)  = ~ 8( f - -p ) .  (40) 
From (38), (40), and the reality and symmetry of the ck there follow their 
unique values 
so that 
Sol(X) = 
[~ J), m odd ~l/m; k~(--[½-mJ, lm " 
c~ = {l/m; k~( - -½m + 1, ½m --  1); cJ:~m ~- 1/2m; m even, (41) 
sO(x ) 1 ~- '}  1 sin ~rmx - -  ~, cos 2rrkx -- ; m odd 
m k=-½m+~ m sin ~x 
1 
s~(x) = ~- [1 + 2 cos 2rm + 2 cos &rx + "'" + 2 cos ~r(m --  2)x 
@cos~rmx] = 1 [s in r r (m- -1)x  ] t ~ ~  +c°sTrmx ; m even. 
(42) 
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Without the assumption of principality, the relation c k = c* k is retained 
but c~ is not necessarily real and the most general solution is immediately 
found to be as in (42), except hat A sin ~rmx with arbitrary (real) amplitude A
must be added to s~(x). 
We now define, with/~ from (22), the functions 
t~°~(x) ~ (1/zdl!)(cos ~rx) n-~+a-i sin ~ ~rx[s°(x)]~; m odd (43) 
~t,(x) = tg~,(x) = (1/rrq!)(cos rrx) -~ sin ~ ~rx[s~(x)]n; ra even, 
which have bandwidth l (mn + 1 - -  1) = [½mn] = v, unity period, and 
satisfy (10), subscripts/n~p being again replaced by/n. The negative power 
of the cosine term in st~ causes no difficulties because s¢(x) has double zeros 
at x = ~:½. Expressions (43) must, in fact, be another way of writing (25), 
with x~,  nv from (34) and (35), because they have equal zeros, bandwidth, 
period, parity, and/th derivative at x = 0. 
It is claimed that the principal reconstruction functions hn are determined 
by solving (10) with ~%~ = 2~ from (43) and forming (9). 
Pro@ For odd mn,the result follows at once from that of the general case 
(Section 2). 
For even mn it is likewise clear that the resulting sz~ is a reconstruction 
function. It remains to be shown that it is the principal function. In view of 
the preceding Theorem it is sufficient to prove that it has definite parity, 
which we proceed to do in outline. 
We shall require (9) and (20) in which we replace subscripts nv p by n. 
s°(x), s~(x) of (42) are even functions of x. Therefore ~t~'°(r)m~"~ = °z~(~)tm~w = 0 
unless r and I have the same parity and it can be shown from (20) by induction 
on r that a.~ = 0 unless r and l have the same partity. Forming next sz~ 
from (9), alternate terms in the summation vanish. But from (43) the parity 
of s~+ze,n is independent of k and it follows that sz~, as a linear combination of 
such terms of fixed l, n has indeed definite parity. 
Writing for the principal functions 
s~.(x) = p~.(x) h.(x); l c (0, n --  1) (44) 
with h~ from (43) and I = 0, mn odd; A = 1, mn even; and carrying out the 
calculations, we obtain 
pn-~..(x) = pn_~..(x) = 1 
p.~-~,n(X) = 1 + (1/6)(m2n + 3 + 3h) tan 27rx (45) 
p._a,.(x) ~- 1 + (1/6)(m2n + 5 + 3A) tan ~ ~rx. 
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These relations yield explicit reconstruction functions for up to third 
derivative data, through (44), (43), and 
Poa----Po~ =P12 =P la  =P2a =P24 =P84 = 1 
po3(X) = 1 + ½(m ~ + 1 + A) tan 2 ~rx 
po~(X) = 1 + {(4m ~ + 5 + 3A) tan 2 7rx 
p~(x) = 1 + {(4m "2 + 3 + 3A) tan 2 ~rx. 
(46) 
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